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Abstract—To help constrain models involving the chemical stability and lifetime of gas clathrate hydrates
exposed at the seafloor, dissolution rates of pure methane and carbon-dioxide hydrates were measured directly
on the seafloor within the nominal pressure-temperature (P/T) range of the gas hydrate stability zone. Other
natural boundary conditions included variable flow velocity and undersaturation of seawater with respect to
the hydrate-forming species. Four cylindrical test specimens of pure, polycrystalline CH4 and CO2 hydrate
were grown and fully compacted in the laboratory, then transferred by pressure vessel to the seafloor (1028
m depth), exposed to the deep ocean environment, and monitored for 27 hours using time-lapse and HDTV
cameras. Video analysis showed diameter reductions at rates between 0.94 and 1.20 �m/s and between 9.0 and
10.6 · 10�2 �m/s for the CO2 and CH4 hydrates, respectively, corresponding to dissolution rates of 4.15 �
0.5 mmol CO2/m2s and 0.37 � 0.03 mmol CH4/m2s. The ratio of the dissolution rates fits a diffusive boundary
layer model that incorporates relative gas solubilities appropriate to the field site, which implies that the
kinetics of the dissolution of both hydrates is diffusion-controlled. The observed dissolution of several mm
(CH4) or tens of mm (CO2) of hydrate from the sample surfaces per day has major implications for estimating
the longevity of natural gas hydrate outcrops as well as for the possible roles of CO2 hydrates in marine carbon
sequestration strategies. Copyright © 2004 Elsevier Ltd

1. INTRODUCTION

A variety of low molecular weight liquids and gases are
known to form a nonstoichiometric solid phase with water at
cold temperatures and high pressures, known as gas hydrates
(Sloan, 1998). Gas hydrates are currently a focus of research in
applications that include the inhibition of plugged gas pipe-
lines, the exploration of fossil fuels, and potential strategies of
sequestering man-made CO2. Much scientific work has focused
on the nucleation, growth, and dissociation of gas hydrates, as
well as on the prevention of hydrate formation by adding
chemical inhibitors (Sloan, 1998). In contrast, the dissolution of
hydrates has been largely neglected. These processes—in terms
of thermodynamics—address the phase stability of gas hydrates
and how gas hydrates respond to disequilibrium with other
phases. Equilibrium requires the equality of temperature (T),
pressure (P), and chemical potential (�) in all phases. In the
case of dissociation, gas hydrate generally becomes unstable by
changing the P/T conditions in a way that the hydrate phase is
not stable anymore, i.e., that the chemical potential of the gas
component is lower in the free gas phase than in the hydrate
phase (Fig. 1). If free water exists and the P/T conditions are
within the hydrate stability field, then the chemical potentials of
the gas component in the dissolved phase and the hydrate phase
must be in equilibrium. Thus, the water has to be saturated with
respect to the hydrate phase for the hydrate to remain stable.

The concentration of methane or carbon dioxide within the

ocean is usually considerably smaller than its solubility (i.e.,
the concentration at equilibrium with the gas- or hydrate
phases, respectively). Thus, for a hydrate exposed to ocean
water, the hydrate phase and the water phase are typically not
in equilibrium. Contact of hydrates with seawater or pore
waters that are undersaturated in the hydrate-forming gas must
cause hydrates to dissolve, but the rates of dissolution have not
been established by measurements in the laboratory or in nat-
ural settings. The dissolution rates of gas hydrates that occur
naturally on Earth therefore remain poorly constrained.

Natural gas hydrates, the most common being methane hy-
drate, are widely distributed in sediments along continental
margins and are believed to harbor more hydrocarbon energy
than contained in all other exploitable fossil fuel reservoirs
(Kvenvolden, 1998). Massive gas hydrates have been reported
as exposures on the seafloor in the Gulf of Mexico (MacDonald
et al., 1994), and have also been found as accumulations in the
upper sediment layer of Hydrate Ridge, off the coast of Oregon
(Suess et al., 2001; Brewer et al., 2002). More recently, over
1000 kg of gas hydrate were recovered by a fishing trawler off
Vancouver Island, in what may be the largest recovery ever
reported from a marine setting (Spence and Chapman, 2001).

Pure CO2 hydrates rarely occur in natural settings (Kven-
volden, 2000), and have so far been reported only from a single
hydrogen sulfide-rich environment in the Okinawa Trough (Sa-
kai et al., 1990). However, ocean disposal of fossil fuel CO2 is
now being actively considered as a means for sequestering CO2

and mitigating climate change (Haugan and Drange, 1992;
Kajishima et al., 1997). Several possible sequestration scenar-
ios involving CO2 hydrates have been considered. The success
of liquid CO2 release and storage in selected areas within ocean
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basins might depend on the chemical stability of CO2 hydrate
formed at the CO2-seawater interface.

Recent investigations of liquid CO2 droplets covered by a
hydrate skin in lab and field experiments have shown that the
CO2 hydrate rapidly dissolves in seawater (Shindo et al., 1995;
Hirai et al., 1996; Hirai et al., 1997; Brewer et al., 2002), but
quantitative measurements on the pure CO2 hydrate phase are
lacking. The CO2 density within this structure-I hydrate, having
a H2O/CO2 molar ratio of �6:1, is considerably smaller than in
liquid CO2. Natural concentrations of CO2 in sea water, mostly
existing in the form of its ionic species HCO3

�, are typically
�2 mM, rendering the ocean very strongly undersaturated with
respect to CO2. Thus the concentrations and chemical poten-
tials of CO2 in all three phases are different under seafloor
conditions and hence are in disequilibrium when they coexist.

Here we report on precise measurements of the dissolution
rate of well-characterized, laboratory-synthesized methane and
carbon-dioxide hydrates in an open-ocean seafloor setting and
within the nominal pressure-temperature (P/T) range of the
respective gas hydrate stability zones (Fig. 1). These experi-
ments were carried out in situ to maintain essential boundary
conditions such as undersaturation and flow velocity to emulate
the exposure of natural gas hydrates and introduced CO2 hy-
drate at the seafloor. These data are essential for predicting the
lifetime of hydrates exposed on the sea floor, and thus for
understanding the role of methane hydrates in climate change,
and for fossil fuel CO2 ocean sequestration studies.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Cylindrical specimens of pure, polycrystalline CH4 and CO2

hydrate were grown in the laboratory by combining either cold,
pressurized methane gas (27–32 MPa), or pressurized liquid
carbon dioxide (17–25 MPa) with sieved granular water ice
(�200 �m grain size) packed in stainless steel reaction vessels
(Stern et al., 1996; Stern et al., 2000). Heating the reactants
through the H2O melting point and up to temperatures ap-
proaching the respective hydrate dissociation curves promotes
complete reaction to gas hydrate. The resulting specimens have
reproducible grain and pore characteristics and well-defined
compositions of CH4 · 5.89 (�0.01)H2O and CO2 · 5.75H2O,
respectively (Stern et al., 1996; Stern et al., 2000; Circone et
al., 2001; Circone et al., 2003). Following synthesis, the sam-
ples were slowly cooled to temperatures below �83°C and
depressurized, then quenched to �196°C in liquid nitrogen for
storage and transport. The CO2 hydrates were flushed with CH4

gas before quenching to prevent freezing of the CO2 pore gas
as a solid-CO2 contaminant. No dissociation of the CO2 hydrate
occurred during this procedure, and exchange between CH4 and
CO2 during this process is negligible (Circone et al., 2003).
Previous lab experiments (Circone et al., 2003) also showed
that CO2 hydrate could be temporarily stabilized (for at least 48
h) under CH4 pressure without any significant dissociation or
CH4 exchange, an important finding that facilitated the com-
bined transport of CH4 and CO2 hydrate samples to the seafloor
in one pressure vessel (see below). All samples for the disso-
lution experiment were then compacted hydrostatically to near-
zero porosity by methods discussed previously (Stern et al.,
1996; Stern et al., 2000), with resulting cylindrical shapes and
dimensions of �2.2 cm in diameter by 3 cm in length.

At �196°C, two samples each of fully dense methane and
carbon-dioxide hydrate were placed within a custom-made rack
that compartmentalized each sample in a vertical orientation. A
flat polycarbonate front window permitted clear imaging. The
semicircular backing of the rack was made from a flexible
fine-mesh screen that permitted seawater flow around the sam-
ples. The sample rack was attached to the end cap of a 100-MPa
stainless steel transport pressure vessel (Autoclave Engineer-
ing) with O-ring seals and a pin-closure mechanism, and out-
fitted with a pressure gage and a ball valve for venting gas.

The vessel was then quickly flushed and pressurized with
methane, packed into a large ice bath for transport to the R/V
Point Lobos, and loaded into an ice-filled front drawer of the
ROV (remotely operated vehicle) Ventana. This ice pack ar-
rangement for the pressure vessel provided stable conditions
(0°C, 15.5 MPa) for the hydrates during their ROV-transit
through the water column, and particularly through the warm
near-surface ocean (temperature near 12°C; Fig. 1). Under the
pressure conditions inside the vessel, CO2 hydrate remains
stable up to �10°C, and CH4 hydrate up to �16°C. The
pressure in the vessel was specifically chosen to be greater than
that of the dive site, to ensure gas expulsion out of the vessel,
rather than seawater infiltration into the vessel, during pressure
equilibration at the seafloor.

The dive site was located in the subsurface Monterey Can-
yon in Monterey Bay, approximately 15 km off the coast of
central California. Upon arrival at the seafloor at 1028 m water
depth (10.48 MPa and 3.5°C), the packing ice floated away

Fig. 1. P/T phase boundaries for the seawater-methane and seawater-
carbon dioxide systems, respectively. Note that the phase diagram
assumes that the seawater phase is saturated with CH4 or CO2, respec-
tively. Also given is the profile of temperature versus pressure in
Monterey Bay recorded on the first day of the experiment (February 1,
2001). The black circle indicates the P/T conditions during the exper-
iment, the black arrow points towards the P/T conditions inside the
pressure vessel within the ice-filled front drawer of ROV Ventana (15.5
MPa, 0°C) during transit to the seafloor.
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after opening the front drawer of the ROV. The pressure vessel
was then removed from the drawer by the robotic arm. Using a
second arm, excess gas pressure was vented, the closure pin
removed, and the end-cap with the attached sample rack was
extracted from the vessel. The remaining trapped free gas and
small crystals of newly formed methane hydrate were released
during this step and rose out of the field of view of the ROV
cameras. The rack was then placed in a sample stand attached
to the custom-made aluminum frame of an AUVR 6000A
autonomous underwater video system (Sound Ocean Systems
Inc.) featuring a time-programmable Sony GV-A500 Hi8-video
recorder (Fig. 2). Camera and sample stand had been preset for
optimal illumination/resolution of the four hydrate samples.
The samples were initially monitored for 2 h:19 min using
Ventana’s on-board HDTV camera system (1920 � 1040 pixel
resolution). The rack was then rotated 90°, so that the polycar-
bonate window faced the Hi8 camera. The autonomous Hi8
camera system then monitored the samples overnight in a
time-lapse mode for 20 h:45 min (15 s recording every 15 min).
After the R/V Point Lobos returned to the site on the next day,
an additional 3 h:19 min of HDTV recording ended the video
documentation before the equipment was recovered. Single
frames were extracted from the HDTV and Hi8 video footage
using Viewgraphics Clipper (HDTV) and Silicon Graphics
Media Recorder software (Hi8) respectively, and standard im-
age processing software was used for postprocessing and size
measurements of the samples. We measured the widths of the
samples relative to reference distances on the sample rack (Fig.
3), and derived the shrinking rates of the hydrates from the
measurement of the change of the projected diameter of the
individual samples over time. The dissolution rates were cal-
culated from the diameter shrinkage rate using the equation:

DR � SR/2 * �Hyd/MG * (MG/(MG � HN * 0.018)) (1)

where DR � Dissolution rate [mmol/m2 s]; SR � Diameter
shrinking rate [mm/s]—see text; �Hyd � Density of hydrate

[kg/m3] � 1143 for CO2, (based on linear extrapolation of
thermal expansion data reported in Circone et al., 2003) and
923 for CH4 (Stern et al., 1996; Stern et al., 2000); MG � molar
weight of the gas [kg/mol]; HN � hydrate number � 5.75 for
CO2 (Circone et al., 2003) and 5.89 for CH4 (Stern et al., 1996;
Stern et al., 2000).

3. RESULTS

Analysis of the time-lapse camera video showed that both
CO2 hydrate samples were completely dissolved after 3 h:55
min. Therefore, only the HDTV images of the first dive day
were used to determine the dissolution rate of the CO2 hydrate.
During the first 2 h:19 min, the diameter of the two CO2

hydrates decreased from 22 mm to 15 and 13 mm, respectively
(Figs. 3a,b). Both CO2 hydrates floated upwards for the last 30
min of their lifetime, possibly due to loss of CO2 leaving a
partially empty water cage structure.

The CH4 hydrates dissolved more slowly (Figs. 3a,b and
3e,f). During the full 26.3 h experiment the upper (fixed) CH4

hydrate shrunk from 20 to 11 mm in diameter (Figs. 3c,d). The
lower (floating) CH4 hydrate turned to a stable horizontal
position during the rotation of the sample rack towards the
time-lapse camera, and the change of the sample lengths was
measured from Hi8-footage, showing a total decrease from 27
to 19 mm (Figs. 3c,d).

3.1. Carbon-Dioxide Hydrate Dissolution

The diameter reduction of the two CO2 hydrates followed a
generally linear trend with slopes of 0.94 (upper sample) and
1.20 �m/s (lower sample) (Fig. 4a), corresponding to dissolu-
tion rates of 3.6(2) and 4.6(7) mmol CO2/m2s. The slower rate
of the upper sample may be the result of the observed tilting of
the specimen one hour into the experiment, such that the
surface of the sample was no longer orthogonal to the (hori-
zontal) water motion, leading to lower exchange at the surface.

Fig. 2. Experimental apparatus on the seafloor as recorded by the HDTV video camera on the ROV Ventana. At the right
is the time-lapse camera system with the sample rack containing the four hydrate samples. At the left is the open pressure
vessel with release valve and differential pressure gage, secured by one of the ROV’s two robotic arms. The other arm is
just visible at the upper right.
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Small, correlated short-term oscillations about the general lin-
ear trend were observed for both samples, likely in response to
changes in bottom current velocity. Qualitative assessment of
the current velocity was possible from the imaged observation
of marine particles in the seawater. Velocities were variable
during the experiment, and periods of faster dissolution rates
coincide with increased current velocity.

3.2. Methane Hydrate Dissolution

The methane hydrate samples dissolved about an order of
magnitude more slowly than the carbon-dioxide hydrates did.
Data collected during the first hour of HDTV observation were
excluded because small pieces of methane hydrate formed in
situ, and some small hydrate-covered gas bubbles were at-
tached to the sample (see “clouded” appearance of the upper
sample in Fig. 3a and clear view in Fig. 3b). These became
detached during a period of high current velocity, and hence
subsequent data were utilized. Data from the HDTV and Hi8
observation are in excellent agreement (Fig. 4b). The shrinking
rate (diameter) for the upper hydrate sample, using the two
different camera systems, was between 9.0 and 9.7 · 10�2

�m/s. In comparison, the shrinkage rate of the length of the
lower methane hydrate sample, derived only from the time-
lapse camera data, was 10.6 · 10�2 �m/s (Fig. 4c). The corre-
sponding dissolution rates ranged from 0.34–0.4 mmol CH4/
m2s. The lower resolution of the time-lapse camera in
connection with the slower dissolution of the CH4 hydrate
made it impossible to observe short term deviations from the
linear shrinking behavior as a result of changing current veloc-
ity.

4. INTERPRETATION

The ratio of the dissolution rates of the CO2 to CH4 hydrates
is �11, and can be readily explained using a diffusive boundary
layer model. We assume that the dissolution of the hydrate is
limited by diffusion of the dissolved gas into the bulk ocean,
rather than by the kinetics of a chemical reaction at the hydrate
surface, i.e., that dissolution is mass-transfer limited rather than
reaction-limited. For this case, the dissolution rate can be
formulated as the flux through a diffusive boundary layer:

F � D/Z * �cs � cw� (2)

where D is the molecular diffusion coefficient in water of the
guest species, Z is the thickness of the diffusive boundary layer,
cs is the gas concentration immediately at the phase boundary
given by equilibrium with the solid (i.e., saturated), and cw is
the background concentration at some distance outside the
diffusive boundary layer where the dissolved gas concentration
is assumed to be uniform (Opdyke et al., 1987). The thickness
of the diffusive boundary layer will depend mainly on physical
parameters such as friction (i.e., water velocity), sample geom-
etry, and water viscosity, (Santschi et al., 1991). However,
given their proximity, we can assume that Z is identical for all
four samples. The diffusion coefficients D of methane and
carbon dioxide in water differ by less than 1% at the temper-
ature of the experiment (Fig. 5; Jähne et al., 1987; Wanninkhof,
1992). The background concentrations of dissolved CH4 and
CO2 in seawater are several orders of magnitude lower than the
saturation concentration, so cw can be neglected. Consequently,
the ratio of the dissolution rates of CH4 and CO2 should be
about equal to the ratios of their solubilities in seawater, thus:

Fig. 3. Overview of the evolution of the samples over the duration of the experiment. Methane hydrates are in the upper
two compartments, and carbon-dioxide hydrates in the lower two. Frames are from the beginning and end of the first phase
of HDTV observation (a-b), from time-lapse camera observation (c-d), and from the final HDTV observation (e-f). Only the
CH4 hydrate samples are shown in (c-f). The CO2 hydrate samples are completely dissolved shortly after frame (c). Thin
red lines indicate width measurements of the samples. Note that the CO2 hydrates stand on the bottom of the compartments,
as their density (1.143 g/cm3) is higher than the density of seawater. The CH4 hydrates float because their density (0.923
g/cm3) is less than that of seawater. The upper CH4 hydrate specimen remains on the bottom of the compartment due to the
weight of a metal jacket that remained attached at its base.
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FCH4/FCO2 � Cs(CH4)/Cs(CO2) (3)

The control of the solubility on the dissolution rate of CO2

hydrate has already been demonstrated by Aya et al. (1997).
We calculated the solubilities of methane and carbon dioxide in
the presence of hydrates using the Multiflash software package
(Infochem Ltd.), employing the Redlich-Kwong-Soave equa-
tion-of-state (Soave, 1972) for the fluid phases in combination
with a standard thermodynamic model for gas hydrate systems
(van der Waals and Platteeuw, 1959). We verified the model
output against the available experimental data on CO2 and CH4

solubilities in water within the hydrate stability field (Aya et al.,
1997; Kojima et al., 2002; Seo and Lee, 2002) as well as
against other model calculations (Handa, 1990) for the case of
CH4; the experimental data are matched within 5%. The model

emulates the observed trend of an increase in solubility with
increasing temperature within the hydrate stability field, and a
decrease in solubility with increasing temperature outside of
the hydrate stability region (Aya et al., 1997; Kojima et al.,
2002; Seo and Lee, 2002) (Figs. 6a,b). The recently published
experimental data on CH4 solubility (Seo and Lee, 2002) indi-
cate a more pronounced pressure-dependence of the solubility
than the thermodynamic models predict (Fig. 6b), but data and
model results match very well for the in situ conditions of our
experiment.

For the conditions of the experiment (Pabs � 10.48 MPa, T
� 3.6°C, Salinity � 34.6), we calculate the solubility of CO2

and CH4 to be 0.728 mol/L and 0.0698 mol/L, respectively.
The solubility ratio is 10.4. The solubility-controlled boundary-

Fig. 4. (a) Diameter of the CO2 hydrate samples versus time. Upper sample: black diamonds and solid line (linear fit):
Lower sample: open squares and hatched line (linear fit). Note the correlated short-term oscillations about the general linear
trend for both samples. (b) Diameter of the upper CH4 hydrate sample versus time. Filled diamonds and solid line:
measurements and linear fit using the HDTV observations at the beginning and the end of the experiment. Measurements
of the first hour (open diamonds) were not included in the data analysis because in situ-formed CH4 hydrate affected
measurement accuracy. Circles and hatched line: measurements and linear fit using the Hi8 observations. (c) Comparison
of the change in diameter of the upper CH4 hydrate sample (open circles) with the change in length of the lower CH4 hydrate
sample (filled diamonds) versus time, as derived from the Hi8 observations.
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layer model predicts that the ratio of the dissolution rates
should be the same as the solubility ratio, in good agreement
with the measured ratio of 11. This finding strongly supports
the initial assumption that the kinetics of the dissolution of both
hydrates is diffusion-controlled.

Although the use of a single component (the hydrate forming
gas) diffusion-controlled boundary layer model excellently
matches the observations, and has been used for a theoretical
prediction of gas hydrate dissolution before (Egorov et al.,
1999), the approach has some shortcomings. The use of the
diffusion coefficients of carbon dioxide and seawater measured
by Jähne et al. (1987) neglects the presence of water clusters
near the hydrate boundary, as inferred from nucleation theory.
A change in the solvent structure is likely to affect the diffusion
coefficient of the gas molecules. Also, a chemical potential
gradient across the interface exists not only for the hydrate
forming gas, but also for the water molecules. A detailed
thermodynamic model of the dissolution of hydrates has been
developed by Kvamme and coworkers (Kvamme and Tanaka,
1995; Kvamme, 2000; Kvamme and Kuznetsova, 2003). How-
ever, the diffusive boundary layer model is a reasonable first-
order approach for the problem of mass-transfer controlled
solid-phase dissolution in turbulent ocean conditions (Opdyke
et al., 1987; Santschi et al., 1991; Egorov et al., 1999).

Within their corresponding hydrate stability fields, the solu-
bilities of both CH4 and CO2 are expected to increase with
temperature and to decrease with pressure (Kojima et al., 2002;
Seo and Lee, 2002) (Figs. 6a,b), contrary to the expected trends
outside the hydrate field. Therefore, the solubilities of both
gases will decrease with depth within the ocean once the
nominal hydrate phase boundary has been crossed. However,
since the temperature in the ocean between 1000 m and abyssal
depths decreases by only �3–4°C, and the isothermal decrease

in solubility with pressure is less than 3%/1000 m, the solubil-
ities of both gases, as well as the hydrate dissolution rate,
should not decrease by more than a factor of 2 between 1000
and 6000 m water depths (Fig. 6c). This is supported by
experimental data on CO2 hydrate dissolution rates and solu-
bility (Aya et al., 1997). The decrease in solubility with in-
creasing water depth for both gases below 1000 m is mainly
caused by decreasing temperature. The effect of pressure on
solubility within the hydrate stability field is small.

5. SIGNIFICANCE/CONCLUSIONS

The results of this work may not be directly applicable to the
question of disposal of liquid CO2 at the seafloor, which re-
quires depths greater than �2700 m, where liquid CO2 be-
comes more dense than seawater (Brewer et al., 1999). For this
case, 3 phases (aqueous, liquid CO2, and hydrate) will be
present. The liquid CO2 will be unstable relative to formation
of hydrate with water, while the hydrate (and the liquid CO2)
would be prone to dissolution due to the low CO2 solute
concentration (and thus low chemical potential) in the ambient
seawater. In addition, a hydrate layer growing on the interface
between water and liquid CO2 will be gravitationally unstable
because the density of CO2 hydrate is higher than that of liquid
CO2 at depths shallower than �5500 m.

In situ experiments at 3600 m water depth (Brewer et al.,
1999, 2000) show that two behaviors can occur in almost
identical experimental setups: (1) quantitative conversion of
liquid CO2 to hydrate (with the hydrate layer sinking through
the liquid CO2, renewing the liquid CO2-water interface), and
(2) dissolution from the top of the surface of liquid CO2

without a bulk formation of hydrate. However, the rapid dis-
solution rate of carbon-dioxide hydrate reported here implies
that in the case of the disposal of liquid CO2 on the sea floor,
the potential to form hydrate will not significantly enhance the
longevity of the released CO2. The transformation of liquid
CO2 to hydrate on the seafloor is thus unlikely to shield bulk
CO2 from dissolution. The residence time of CO2 disposed at
the seafloor will thus be determined by the effects of density
stratification of CO2-rich seawater (a stabilization of the
benthic boundary layer) and ocean ventilation, rather than by
the lifetime of CO2 hydrate.

Dissolution of several mm methane hydrate per day in un-
dersaturated seawater implies that long-term survival of sea-
floor hydrate outcrops observed today must be sustained by
supply of sufficient CH4 to maintain boundary layer saturation
or continuous hydrate regrowth, as has been suggested by
Egorov et al. (1999). The disappearance of such outcrops on
sites revisited over a time period of several months (Mac-
Donald et al., 1994) could be explained simply by dissolution
after the supply with new gas from beneath the sediment has
ceased or fallen below some threshold, without positing
changes in seafloor temperatures or detachment of buoyant
solid hydrate structures. The dissolution rate of gas hydrate
might also be a key parameter controlling the supply of meth-
ane to microbial methane-oxidizing communities (Boetius et
al., 2000) in hydrate bearing sediments. Future experimental
work will address the dissolution of structure-II hydrates,
which are also found in natural marine environments, as well as

Fig. 5. Diffusion coefficients of methane (solid line) and carbon
dioxide (hatched line) in pure water as a function of temperature (Jähne
et al., 1987). The diffusion coefficients in seawater are �6% lower
(Jähne et al., 1987). Grey filled circle indicates the T-conditions at the
dive site.
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the effects of hydrate porosity, hydrate-sediment mixtures, and
sediment cover on hydrate dissolution.

We specifically targeted our study to measure dissolution on
clean hydrate-seawater interfaces. Any process that isolates
hydrates exposed on the seafloor from chemical reaction with
seawater (such as hydrocarbon films, surfactants, or microbial
layers) might significantly lower the dissolution rates reported
here.
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